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PREFACE

This study partly developed out of my internship experience at the 

Tucson Community Development Design Center from Sept.1973 through Dec.1973. It 

developed out of the feeling that planners can contribute significantly to such 

Centers and hence to the communities they serve. But just as important is the point 

that planners can learn much from such experiences,reaffirming the belief that planning 

trust democratically reflect and develop through people whom it is to serve.
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ABSTRACT

Community Development/Design Centers are examples of community action 
programs. The primary function of these centers are defined in terms of 
providers of technical assistance to "low-income communities." Critics of these 
organizations argue that such experiences are one of heroic attempts to treat 
local sores without administering any systematic medicine,and that concrete 
reform and change can only come from within the governmental structure. However, 
critics fail to offer any solutions to this dilemna that exists between 
democracy (community control and self-determination) and efficiency ( the 
capacity to deliver services). And for this reason,the concept of advocacy 
remains— barring radical reform— as a vehicle to deal with this dilemna.

Discussion thus centers around these architectural and planning centers, 
their role in the late 1960's and the present,as an effort to "channel citizen 
participation into a constructive mechanism for change." Three operational 
models,two of which I visited and one of which I was associated with for several 
months,are discussed to show the constrasting orientation of these centers. There 
remains in these models serious problems of management,financing and most important, 
the problem of defining whom they serve,and for what purpose. Finally, eventhough 
Community Development/Design Centers face these difficulties,there remains the 
need for such organizational structures in the community.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

" Uh,oh,here come the maps."
-- Neighborhood resident responding to the

introduction of a city planner at a meeting 
in Boston—

From- "After the Planners" by Robert Goodman, 
1971.

It is the thesis of this study that Community Development/Design Centers

have a critical function in providing communities and neighborhoods

with a vehicle to influence the planning and political process,providing

services and advocating needs. This analysis is a case study of three

Community Development/Design Centers,examining their roles in each

community,their origins and structures and the inherent problems of such

organizations in attempting to advocate and serve each communiti es needs.

These Centers serve as micro models of successes and failures. Paul and

Linda Davidoff define advocacy as consisting "of developing and representing

plans that advance interests of a particular group or class rather than
1that of * public interest' or the 1general good1 however defined." But 

why is their a need for such models of planning ? Is it not possible

‘Davidoff, Paul and Linda,"Advocacy Planning Polarizes the Issues," in 
The View from below: Urban Politics and Social Policy,edited by Susan 
and Norman Fainstein,1972.
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for the existing planning structures in governmental institutions to 

perform the same functions ? Is the problem merely lack of planning 

power by communities,or is it basic to the institutional arrangements of 

both bureaucacy that governs this society and the political realities that 

determine the roles of the governed ?

The second chapter in this paper will involve a discussion of the 

conceptual problems involved in the operation of organizations such as 

CDC's. Alan S. Kravitz in his discussion of advocacy argues that the concept 

is inherently deficient. "Because the theory of advocacy and pluralism 

failed to distinguish between operational concepts of pluralistic tolerance 

and its theoretical roots in democratic theory,it failed to achieve its 

desired results....It failed to carry advocacy to its logical conclusion—  

the basic right of the individual to share equally in the authority that 

influences social choice.Advocacy in a sense was contaminated by the social 

pollution in which it emerged." Others present similar argu ments in 

this conceptual dispute,many of which are valid. But most are veiled 

under a need for a radical transformation of the existing political 

and economic institutions.

2. Kravitz,Alan S., "Advocacy and Beyond," in Planning 1968, The Proceedings of 
the 1968 Conference.
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The third chapter in this study introduces Community Development/Design 

Centers. It discusses the origins,varying models and difficulties that exist 

in each model type. Analysis focuses upon the limitations defined by financial 

support,profrssional commitment and community needs. Emphasis is placed upon the 

fact that models differ greatly depending upon the geographical and political 

environments of these Centers.

The fourth chapter is a discussion of three models of CDC's. These 

models are: Metro-Link, a former CDC in New Orleans, Louisiana; the Minnesota 

CDC,and the Tucson Community Development/Design Center. Here,discussion centers 

upon the political and management problems that appeared to surround each of 

these organizations.

A major objective in presenting this discussion in this format is to 

attempt to evolve from the conceptual debate and controversy that have consumed 

a significant amount of energy to a level where one can analyze the operational 

problems of these organizations and the manner in which advocacy is utilized 

within each area. Most previous discussion on the concept of advocacy has 

neglected this area,and hence,there is a need to study operational problems 

because they do have a significant influence on each Centers capacity to deliver 

services to their community.
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"People respond to the terms of the question put...Until 
recently,there has been no attempt to create forums in which 
the poor have been asked to make decisions as compos
ite human beings;as human beings who have something 
valid-to say about the allocation of resources from 
the point of view of the entire community.Instead,they 
have been forced into the role of responding as selfish 
dependent individuals. By continuing,the poor to speaking 
in that role,professionals purport to prove an incapacity 
to function responsibly in any other role."

Edgar S. Cahn and Jean Camper,"Citi
zen Participation," in Hans B.
Spiegel,ed. Citizen Participation 
in Urban Development (1968),p.217

II

THE LIMITS OF ADVOCACY

In this section,discussion will center upon the limits of advocacy, 

and the supposed dilemna that it presents us with. As practiced,advocacy 

planning differs greatly from the original Davidoff Model of being a strat

egy for the rational application of planning techniques to the problems
4and goals of interest groups. It has been more attuned to the political 

dynamics of the urban community having consistency to social action rather than 

planning. In either case whether advocacy takes a form of planning techniques and/or 

social action,the overall object has been to forster pluralism,and hence, 

supposedly a greater and more equitable distribution of resources(public) in 

the community. But critics argue that such a concept is frail with numerous def

iciencies as a social mechanism both in conceptual areas and in its practical 

application. Unfortunately, they have not developed (nor in many instances 

suggested) alternative strategies which could replace this concept as a tool

4. Brooks,Michael Pi,Social Planning and City Planning,1970 American 
Society of Planning Officials Publication,p.43.
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for social change. What proposed mechanism will assist in obtaining 

a more equitable distribution of resources? Will the government provide 

for greater distribution of scarce resources without pressure from those 

who lack such resources? Will the radical alteration of the institutional 

mechanisms further the moral precepts of equitable distribution of scarce 

public resources or will they result in chaotic political turmoil?
These are questions that are rarely examined. Most of this discussion appears 

literally on the backs of envelopes or in relatively obscure publications,

such as AIP Chapter newsletters and Planning student publications.

CONCEPTUAL BATTLES

The utlity of advocacy in planning as a instrument to bridge 

an apparent gap between democracy (self-determination and community control) 

and efficiency (the ability to deliver scarce resources) in the distribution 

of services by the government has created frictional debate over the past 

several years. Some argue that the concept of • political pluralism which is 

central to advocacy in planning is a "well-constructed social myth which provided 

the rationale for instituting social programs designed to placate the 

politically and economically disfranchised.

Mazziotti,Donald,"The Underlying Assumptions of Advocacy Planning:Pluralism 
and Reform," Journal of the American Institute of Planners, Vol.40,No.l,Jan. 
1974 ,pp.38-74.
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Mazziotti argues in his discussion of advocacy that pluralism is not 

an operational component of this society,and that basing strategies on 

faulty assumptions about the political decision making process renders 

techniques that are ineffective and probably counterproductive in attacking 

the inequality that appears to be inherent in corporate capitalism that 

dominants the political and hence planning climate of this society. Others, 

however,such as Lisa Peattie,have argued that"the weights of evidence so far 

implies that the very considerable short-term inefficiencies and exasperations 

of advocacy are paid for by the [pressure] which they generate for a social 

policy more sensitive and adaptive to social r e a l i t y . A l t h o u g h  not denying 

its deficiencies,she feels that this particular pluralistic mechanism may be 

one of many possible channels of action through which one may find a new "means 

of political expressions",one which makes society "less-one dimensional."

Blackburn,following the Mazziotti thesis, also argues that the theoretical

concept of a pluralistic mechanism is defective given the existing political 
7

economy. He calls the concept "bourgeois pluralism",and suggests that it

implies that power within contemporary capitalism is not inherently concentrated 

into a single power elite— but rather is distributed between a number of 

competing groups possessing relatively equal potential political power. This 

he argues is incorrect. He contends that the futility of "democratic particip-

g
"Peattie,Lisa R.,"Reflections on Advocacy Planning,"Journal of the American 
Institute of Planners, March 1968,p.80-87.

7. Blackburn,R. /'Defending the-Myth:The Ideology of Bourgeois Social Science," 
in Up Against the American Myth, edited by T. Christoffel,et.al.,New York, 
1970.,pp.154-169.
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ation" without a corresponding adjustment of power comes too obvious, 

once the competitiveness of information is taken into account. Thus,for 

Blackburn,planning becomes a sophisticated weapon to maintain existing 

control under a mask of Pa rticipation while the basic distribution of 

wealth and hence power remain static.

Goodman argues that there exists a singular and obvious defect in 

attempting to bridge the gap between democracy and efficiency.® And that there 

exists a serious dilemna in attempting to graft a system of political 

pluralism,such as advocacy, between an economic structure which fosters 

concentrations of economic and political power and democracy. The problem 

with such a mechanism is that those with more economic means simply have 

more ability to control their personal and political lives ,and hence the lives 

at the lower economic level. In terms of city planning realities,those who 

already have economic power control the distribution of political power, 

and the capacity to deliver scarce urban resources. He goes on to point 

out that this underiving deficiency does not recognize the political 
maldistribution of power. By giving the poor and working class more access 

to planning expertise,through Model Cities, CAP's and Development and 

Design Centers,doesn't basically change their chances of getting the same 

goods and services as wealthier citizens. What it gives them is more power 

to compete among themselves for the government's welfare products. Thus,the

Goodman,Robert, After the Planners,New York,1972
8.
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pluralistic mechanism appears as an attempt to balance off the interests

of those with financial power,who can buy planning expertise and the goods

and services that they want— with those who can only ask for what they want.

Finally, he contends that pluralistic opportunities are necessary,but hardly

sufficient,conditions for real social equality. "For such equality to occur,

pluralism must be tied to a political ideology,which deals directly with the
gmeans of equally distributing economic power."

SOME PRACTICAL PROBLEMS

The conceptual conflict is obviously serious. It'appears,however, that 

these critics have failed to note that there are many possible paths to the 

objective of redistribution of political and economic power. Some might be 

successful given the local political and economic environment,but it seems 

certain that at one time or another,some are going to fail. Failure of 

one or another,however,doesn’t preclude the need for continued efforts 

to create the possibility of social change into reality. Too often, we 

become involved in ideological conflicts that allows one to see the forest, 

but not the trees. We become involved in omnibus political questions that 

prevent micro-examination. Given the point that the economic structure perpetuates

9‘ibid. p.175
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in justices, it does not preclude the fact that many of the difficulties 

with the meclianism of advocacy derives from misinterpretation of constituency 

needs or aspirations and your own organizational weaknesses.

In a study completed by Neil Gilbert and Joseph W. Eaton,they 

found that a discrepancy existed between the high level of dissatisfaction 

expressed by a relatively small number of citizen participants in a 

neighborhood anti-poverty program and the apparent contentment of their 

neighbors.These researchers asked some questions that are critical 

and should be carefully examined by the advocate working through a mechanism 

such as the Community Development/Design Center. Could it be that existing 

environmental conditions are adequate in terms of low-income neighborhood 

culture and values ? Are the judgements of professionals and self-selected 

citizen spokesmen actually an imposition of middle-class values which have 

little relevance to the needs of the constituency ? Or is it that resident 

ratings simply reflect an adaption to the ̂ personal realities of a life of 

limited alternatives ? These researchers found that there did exist significant 

aspirational differencies between the constituent neighborhhood,the low-income

leadership and the professionals who were working in the area. It appears that 
it becomes quite easy for professionals whose intentions are to further the

.distribution of decision-making power to develop into a self-sanctioning 

elite. This could possibly result in an exclusiveness that inhibits participation

10.
Gilbert,Neil and Eaton,Joseph W., "Who Speaks for the Poor ?",Journal 
of the American Institute of Planners,Nov.1970,pp.411-416
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of others in community dec is ion-making. "Welfare colonalism"— as one may 

inclined to label the prior state of expert planning by technicians who 

sought no neighborhood sanction,is then replaced by group approach, a little 

less oneous but not more democratic,in which activitists monopolize the 

role of the neighborhood spokesman. . This affinity develops partly because 

professionals likened comradeship with social change. Since there is no criteria 

for making the desired judgements,the advocates identifies with those elements 

which ray not be representative of the sentiment of the community— but also 

want change similar to that of the professionals. My criticism in this case 

should not be interpreted as a conjecture that this process is as oppressive 

as that which it seeks to remove. Indeed, while the majority of a low- 

income neighborhood residents ray view existing conditions with equanimity,they 

may still recognize as beneficial many changes advocated. However, the problem 

is that there is no guarantee with this type of "elitism" that the standards 

of a relatively small number of the community ray be imposed on the larger 

numbers. This may further slow the process of political and economic development 

of the community,dividing it and making it even more difficult to utilize political 

strength to obtain scare public resources.

Given the conceptual,political and practical conflicts and problems, 

critics have pointedly failed to show that there is little general theory 

available on the pros and cons of dissent and independent initiative. Finkler 

points this out in his review of general planning theory."1"1 He argues that

11Tinkler, Earl,"Dissent and Independent Initiative in Planning Offices," 
Planning Advisory Services,ASPO Report Ho. 269,May 1971,pp.16-19.
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a significant portion of general planning theory is at odds with advocacy,

viewing the rigid pyramid form of planning to be superior. Interwoven in this

negative view of advocacy is the assumption that "technical competence over

conflict" is paramount and that the level of competence amoung advocates

(or the mastering of the skills of the profession) appears to be lacking. However,

as Finkler points out,everyone is for technical competence,although few have

comprehensively defined what makes a planner competent. Is it a MURP? Is it

fifty-four units in graduate school ? Is it ten years of "work experience ?"

Technical competence,it appears, should be viewed in ethical and personal

perspectives,as well as improving ones capacity to manipulate information,if

it is to become the overriding survival and advancement strategy of a profession,

according to Finkler. In the end,he argues that plans thought to be technically

competent are not necessarily accepted on the power of the idea. " A technically

competent scattered site public housing plan or revised city ward map m y  not be

any more acceptable for their supposed quality. And the planner behind such
12proposals m y  find himself doing more advocating than planning."

It seems apparent that the conceptual and practical problems are 

recognizable,given the existing political and economic environment. In terms 

of the criticism of general planning theory,it m y  be simply a matter of time 

before theory begins to integrate and expand upon a comprehensive rationale

12.
Ibid.,p.l7.
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for dissent and independent initiative. The problem in this case( which is 

a plus for the profession) may be that planner's values could be changing so 

rapidly that general theory hasn't had enough time to integrate and rationalize these 

changes.

Thus I have attempted,in this brief analysis,to magnify some of the past 

and present debate over the concept of advocacy in planning,either by providing 

technical assistance to a neighborhood or community or in those cases,becoming 

a spokesman for a neighborhood on a particular issue. There is no doubt that 

deficiencies are numerous,and the literature is literally scattered with examples. 

These limitations are,however, primarily a measure of the force of current political 

trends. What critics do not suggest is how to replace this— far from perfect—  tool 

which can be utilized by the poor with one that will further their ends. The 

fact is that as long as radical reform doesn't take place,and "we are forced to 

play the same old games" then there is a need for this mechanism. And the need 

is likely to increase in the face of increased competition of needs in the 

broader political community.

Finally,the remainder of this analysis will focus upon Community 

Development/Design Centers. Initially,discussion will involve an introduction to 

CDC's nationally,the origins,and possible deficiencies,particularily in policy- 

making. Then three examples of CDC's will be examined in an attempt to show 

contrasting orientations of each in separate communities. It is attempt to move 

beyond the conceptual debate and look closely at operational questions and 

their relationship with client neighborhoods or communities.
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COMMUNITY DEVELOHCNT/DESIGN CENTERS

III

"The voice of the poor is seldom heard by the city1 s 
planners— not because the poor have no wants or ideas 
but because they have access neither to tools,nor the 
vocabulary necessary to effect physical changes in 
their environment."

A Primer for Community Design Centers, 
Philadephia,Penn. 1971.

Community Development/Design Centers developed initially in the mid-19601s 

as vehicles to provide community organizations and individuals with planning 

and architectural services without charge. They arose in a period when the 

Federal government was in an intensive experimentation with various modes oper

and i in citizen partication. "Community Development/Design Centers are an 

answer to a need whose importance is now generally accepted— the demand for 

greater participation by racial minorities and the urban poor in shaping their 

environment." It was recognized that many community groups concerned with 

effectuating change needed to be backed up*.planning tools,needed assistance in 

translating bureaucratic jargon,and in assisting in the development of local 

leadership. Others saw CDC's more as educational vehicles. They argued that 

there was also a need to "educate professionals in the problems of low-income 

neighborhoods." This point,in fact,became the underlying reason for the 

establishment of CDC's in many communities (ie. Minnesota CDC). Whereas this

13 • .’Guidelines for Community Development/Design Centers,The American Institute 
of Architects Task Force on Equal Opportunities,April,1969.

14. Op. Cit.,p.4.
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is recognized as a legitimate area of concern for CDC's,it is also a 

point that has received criticism from several quarters,and is partly directed 

at student involvement in CDC's. In general, students have insufficient time 

and energy to devote to these centers.This derives from inherent conflicts in 

schedules,overall orientation and the demands of community projects. Students 

become involved in projects working through neighborhood groups,and because 

of academic pressures fail to complete the project for the group. This inability 

to provide reliable assistance is one of the major sources of mistrust and 

ambivalence many communities feel about aid of this sort.

An example of professional elitism deriving from the Guidelines for

CDC's which emphasizes that these centers should demonstrate "to the residents
15of these neighborhoods the value of architecture and planning." If by 

demonstrating,one means that one can assist a neighborhood or community in 

defining its cultural and political identity through the use of planning 

and architecture,then there is no point of disagreement. However,to often it 

is defined in terms of norms that are not representive of the community .

To often,the "value of architecture and planning" is viewed through the eyes 

of a family that receives an eviction notice to move from their home and 

neighborhood because of a freeway which will not serve their needs or by the eyes 

of a woman who works as a maid in a "beautiful structure." What is suggested 

is a sensitivity that value for one m y  be viewed as supnression by another.

15*0p.Cit.,p.4.
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Davidoff and Peattie provide the theoretical underpinnings for
16Community Development-Design Centers. Davidoff felt that there was a need 

for "alternative plans by interest groups outside of government" to stimulate 

and improve the process of planning,and hence make it more responsive 

to those groups who were effectively elimimated from the process in the 

pass. Peattie argues that advocacy planning fills a "crucial need for 

managing latent conflict and for humanizing public planning."

The first CDC began in 1964 by a group of architects in New York City.

The center was called,"Architects’ Renewal Committee in Harlem (ARCH)V In 1967, 

it received an CEO Demonstration Grant,greatly expanding its services.Today, 

this center has a budget of over $300,000,serves a nation-wide area,and 

still receives the most substantial portion of its funds from the Federal 

Government. During the period between 1964-1967,three other CDC’s received 

CEO Demonstration Grants: Urban Planning Aid (UPA),located in Cambridge,

Mass.,the San Francisco Community Design Center and the Irish Channel Action 

Foundation,located in New Orleans, La. Today, UPA and the San Francisco CDC

16.
Paul Davidoff,"Advocacy and Pluralism in Planning," Journal of the 
American Institute of Planners, Nov. 1965,and Lisa R. Peattie / 'Reflections 

on Advocacy Planning," Journal of the American Institute of Planners, March 
1968,p.80-88.
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continue to operate.
One of CEO's purposes in funding these centers is outlined in a 

memorandum from Michael Mazer to Gersen Green:

".... To capitalize on the growing official understanding of the
need for meaningful citizen participation in the planning 
process. As more officials at all levels understand that 
redevelopment activities cannot be carried on unless [effective] 
citizen participation is integrated into the planning process 
there is an urgent need to create institutions which will 
make such participation a reality." 17

Thus,OEO's conception of the long-range goals of such organizations was:

a) one of aiding the community in developing its own plans and policies, and

b) the securing of changes in public plans or policies so that such plans 

and policies are,to the greatest degree,responsive to the designs of the 

neighborhood or community.^

During the later part of the 1960's,many CDC's begun operations. Most 

notable among these centers were the Philadelphia Architects Workshop (1968), 

the Uptown Community Development Center in Chicago (1968),the Design 

and Planning Assistance Center in Albuquerque,New Mexico (1970) and the 

Metro-link Community Development Center in New Orleans (1970).

17.
Office of Economic Opportunity,"Internal 0E0 Memorandum from Michael 
Mazer,Chief,Housing Branch to Gersen Green,Chief,Research and Demo- 
stration Division, Community Actions Programs,April 15,1968.

18. Office of Economic Opportunity,"Community Design Centers:What have we 
learned,March,1971, p.2.
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As of 1973,there were seventy-one such centers throughout the 
c o u n t r y T h i s  number is down from seventy-four centers that were listed 

by the AIA in February 1971. Approximately a third of the existing 

centers are sponsored by universities,and are associated financially 

to these institutions. As stated previously, the largest center in this 

country is the Architects’Renewal Committee in Harlem (ARCH). With a 

full-time staff of 25 members,it is involved extensively in community 

planning and development. It is questionable,however, whether this center 

can continue to operate at such a scale,given the fact that the majority 

of its existing funding is derived from the Federal Government.

AREAS OF CONCERN S FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITIES OF CDC's

A report prepared by Kirschner Associates evaluating 0E0 advocacy 

planning projects in 1971 indicated five major roles community development- 

design centers can potentially play . These roles are: a) one of being 

a technical consultant;b) that of a broker-spokesman;c) community educator;
ond) community organizer and manpower developer.

"The American Institute of Architects, Community Design Centers Profile,
1973. :

* Kirschner Associates, Inc.,A Describtion and Evaluation of Advocacy 
Planning Projects,Prepared for the Office of Economic Opportunity,Jan.1971.
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These roles are defined in the following manner: a) Technical Consultant-'

"....provides client organization with a wide range of physical planning

services (ie. housing,transportation,health care delivery) that city

planners and architects normally perform. Social Planning and economic

planning services may be added to this roster of technical assistance

reflecting a broadening interest in the social and economic implications

of urban problems." In addition to these conventional services a unique

role of the advocate planner is to identify "the vulnerable or leverage

points in public systems (housing,transportation,etc.) that may yield
29to pressures and desired changes."

b) Broker-Spokesman- "... .operated as a mediator between local agency 

officials and a client community organization. In this capacity,the advocate

may,in addition, function as the [official] spokesman for the community
. _  ,,23organization.

c) Comnunity Educator- ".... developing community competence by (1) providing 

information about and explaining the operations of various public programs, 

and (2) raising the level of potential awareness in order to convince the
24residents of the community that they can influence the community's future."

op.cit.,p.l8.

^  ‘op.cit.,p.l9. 
^  ‘op.cit.,p.20. 
24 ‘op.cit.,p.22.
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d) Community Organizer- V...normal community organizing activities such as:

recruitment,insuring that each organization’s membership remains active and
providing administrative backup for the organization,and e) Manpower Developer-

"...develop new career opportunities for residents of low-income communities

within the programs themselves and to assist in the training of students
25enrolled in graduate schools of urban and related studies."

Eventhough the Kirshner study suggests five major areas of community 

involvement by CDC’s,the major areas of concern and direction have been in 
the areas of physical planning of the neighborhood or community,emphasizing 

housing and "urban redevelopment." This has been partly a function of the fact 

that these factors appear to be the most pressing at that moment,that is, 

the most visible,and also because those who manned CDC's were better trained to 

handle such conditions. Given a move to staff CDC’s with individuals from 

several different areas of expertise,this direction may change significantly.

OPERATIONAL MODELS

Each CDC has a particular modus operandi,which ideally reflects the 

needs of a community. Realistically,however,the constraints of finance and 

management determine the capacity to reflect community need. These structures

25.
op. cit.,p.23.
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are supposed to reflect the nature of the client community,funding sources, 

the availability of planning assistance and the cooperation of the local 

governmental units. Centers functioning on the basic operational level 

generally have the following characteristic: volunteer part-time staff, 

professional full-time director,donated office space,snail architectural and 

planning projects,and a limited range of capabilities. The larger more developed 

CDC's appear to share the following characteristics: full-time staff,permanent 

office space,diverse range of projects,and city-wide or metropolitan-wide 
areas of responsibility.

26CDC's are broken down into five major general classifications. 

Classifications were made on the basis of who determines policy direction of 

each center and upon the centers general operational mode. These classifications
are: a) Community

b) Professional/Full-Time Staff
c) Professional/Primarily Volunteer Staff
d) University/Students
e) Public Agency

In attempting to ascertain a clearer understanding of who determines policy 

on CDC Boards of Directors,1 analyzed the profile of each CDC with information 

provided by the American Institute of Architects. The "results were that 

approximately 40% of the seventy-one CDC's nationally had no recipent or 

community representation. The results are listed on Table 1.

The American Institute of Architects,Community Design Centers Listing,Feb., 
1971,p.3. '
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TABLE 1

The Distribution"of Community and Professional Representation
on CDC Boards of Directors

N %
0% Community Representation 28 40%
0% Professional Representation 1 2%

50% Community ,50% Professional 15. 21%
Less than 50% Community Representation 16 22%
More than 50% Community Representation 11 15%

N 71 100%

SOURCE: Estimated from information 
in the AIA,"CDC Profile,” 
1973.

Charles Hartman says that "community based planning and design

centers presuppose and demand an orientation that regards the community and

its needs as primary; that calls for non-elitist style and mode of relating

as a professional;that seems to probe for the underlying causes of problems

and for [true],not apparent solutions that are basically political in 
27outlook." The question of providing "non-elitist" style and presupposing 

and demanding "an orientation that regards the community and its needs as 

primary" nay be a sought after model of many CDC's— but it is questionable 

whether a significant number of them can,in fact,reflect client community 

priorities when approximately 40% of the have no community members in policy 

making positions. It seems apparent that aiding a community to develop its

Hartman,Charles,"Community Design Centers," Design Quarterly,82/83, 
Walker Art Institute, Minneapolis,Minnesota,1971.

27
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own plans,as well as the making of decisions as to the type of involvement

a CDC will pursue must also involve significant representation of that community

or neighborhood. It becomes questionable to contend that one is "advocating"

and providing technical assistance to a community or neighborhood of which

a CDC is a part and not having client representation on the decision-making 
level "^el^are Colonalism" best characterizes such Centers that lack community
representation,and further weakens the conceptual argument that CDC's are "comm

unity based organizations."
Finally, the future of CDC's certainly remains in question. Nationally, 

funding from all sources have become much more competitive. Many argue that 

CDC's should be guaranteed [a right] to serve the community. Others may argue 

that merits of CDC's should be judged individually within each community. And 

then there are those who argue that the real question that must be asked even 

about the "needs and successes" of these centers is whether short-term,discrete 

victories and achievements have any lasting effect for the groups or individuals 

assisted,given existing political and economic environs. The source of. the 

centers' clients problems nay be their powerlessness and lack of organization 

vis a vis the larger system. Of course, one can argue that the original and 

existing purposes of these technical assistance centers are not one of attacking 

poverty on a massive scale,since governmental units only possess that capacity, 

but rather as a vehicle that can be utilized to further the objective of 

strengthening the client neighborhood or community bargaining position for 

greater public resources.



IV
ANALYSIS OF THREE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT/DESIGN CENTERS'

"The role of the advocate planner must be 
related to the many forms of planning activity, 
and the advocated functions acknowledged and 
supported."

Guidelines for the Social Responsibility 
of the Planner ,American Institute of 
Planners.

" The primary purpose of the Center is to provide 
technical assistance to the cojimunity so that the 
community may achieve its goals."

Guidelines for Community Design Centers, 
1969.
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At this point, focus will center upon three Centers,located in 

different geographical regions,with the objective of offering constrasting 

examples of private advocacy planning and architectural organizations. 

Questions at the micro level will be examined,with emphasis on direction, 

organization,financing and management of these CDC's. These factors are 

vital because they have a significant impact on the capacity of each 

organization to deliver services to a community,and provide insight into 

the manner these Centers deal with their immediate environment.

A) METRO-LINK (CDC-New Orleans,Louisiana)

Metro-Link,the Community Design Center in New Orleans ceased to exist 

as a community planning and architectural organization in September,1972.

On September 1 of that year, the New Orleans City Demonstration Agency 

(Model Cities Agency) terminated funding Metro-Link. The official reason • 

for termination was the result of a audit accomplished several months prior 

to this date which revealed "financial inconsistencies." To quote a letter
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sen t by Sherman N. Copelin,Director of the City Demonstration Agency,"it

is with great reluctance that this action has to be taken,but we believe

it to be in keeping"with effort at sound financing and programming. Audits

performed by contracted CPA's indicate levels of concern to justify such 
28action." Although the unfavorable financial audit was stated as the 

official reason for termination of the contractural arrangements between 

the CDC and the local Model Cities Agency,it appears that the primary 

reason was that HUD requested that Metro-Link be defended. To quote 

Rene Steinkamp,planner,operations section,City Demonstration Agency:

" HUD asked us not to refund Metro-Link because of its involvement in 

a suit attempting to stop the 1-610 project through New Orleans." With a 

general understanding of the event which resulted in the termination 

of funding of Metro-Link and hence its existence,it seems proper to give 

some chronological order to the historical development of this Center and 

seme of the primary factors that led up to the termination decision.

Of the five major possible roles for CDC's, Metro-Link was most 

associated with being a technical consultant and community educator. 

Robin Riley,former Director of Metro-Link felt that one of the "primary 

reasons for Metro-Link was to be involved in substantial political issues 

and major political advocacy projects in the city."

Letter addressed to Mr. Robin Riley,Director of Metro-Link from Sherman N. 
Copelin,Jr.,Director,City Demonstration Agency,City of New Orleans,June 14, 
1972.
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During the late sixities and early seventies,New Orleans underwent 

significant political change and turmoil. A city whose economic base is 

built upon commerce;New Orleans has one of the highest percentages of 

total population which is poor in the nation. Combined with a high poverty 

population is the fact that nearly fifty percent of the total population is 

non-white. During the 1960's,it experienced rapid suburbanization in the 

surrounding counties,which included white fears of a Black takeover of city 

government,rising crime rates,declining tax base and a higher than national 

unemployment rate. Correspondingly during this period and with the assistance 

of the Voting Rights Act,Black political strength increased,to the point 

that white politicians could no longer consider being elected without significant 

Black voter endorsement.

In 1970, a new mayor was elected to the city government. "Moon" Landrieu, 

calling himself a progressive and promising change through "Pride in New.

Orleans" built a coalition of upper-middle class whites who wanted to remain 

in the city and poor Blacks who were increasingly determined to obtain a 

share of governmental services. In that election,Blacks voted 90% for Landrieu. 

Given this period of flux and the expected change in the political environment 

in city hall,Riley argued that there "appeared to be a political constituency 

for advocacy planning efforts in New Orleans." His conment was partly based 

upon the fact that during this period also,citizen groups successfully 

prevented the construction of a Riverfront Expressway that would have cut 

through the historic French Quarter of the city,and also because there existed 

a loose . coalition of groups, representing Black and white elements of
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the community,who had successfully blocked up to this point the 

construction of a new Mississippi River Bridge. The coalition was 

built partly upon the fact that the construction of this facility at 

the planned location would have resulted in the demolition of a significant 
number of dwelling units occupied by Blacks,and also would have dumped 

thousands of vehicles on arterial streets in the "Garden District" of the 

city significantly influencing the stability of the area. These issues, 

according to Riley, brought people together to "question whose public 

interest the planners are planning for."

In 1969, Total Community Action (the local CAP) provided operational 

space and initial funding for the organization of a CDC. The embryo 

organization for Metro-Link was a group called the Urban Design Group— of 

which Riley was a member. This group was primarily .staffed" with student 

volunteers from Tulane University and the University of New Orleans (formerly 
LSU,New Orleans),working primarily in the Irish Channel area of this city. 

Because of the relative success of this group in that part of the city, 

the CAP decided to expand the services to other neighbors in the city. 

Financing by TCA however was short lived. TCA was receiving political 

pressure from charges of "left-wing"activities in Black communities,and 

the national administration was beginning to tighten OEO's budget which 

was the primary source of funding for TCA. It appears that under TCA,

Mr. Riley's position of having Metro Link as a instrument of involvement 

in "substantial political issues and major advocacy projects"was acceptable. 

However, the environment was to shift considerable when Model Cities took 

over financing of this program and others that TCA could no longer support.
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According to Rene Steinkamp,Model Cities was quite reluctant to 

take over funding of Metro-Link. City Demonstration Agency was located 

within the city hall structure and hence subject to variable pressures 

beyond that of model cities neighborhoods. For even though the city 

did elect a so-called progressive mayor,those interests that felt that 

conservative policy decisions should be made still represented both 

a significant amount of the electorate as well as a substantial majority 

of the business community. Thus,what appears to develop was an almost 

classic example of inherent conflict that could result in advocacy. First, 

as long as Metro-Link remained within the CAP umbrella and outside city 

hall,the conflict appeared to be minimized. However, once funding sources 

altered to a agency which was ultimately responsible to a political 

leadership which was subjected to a much more diverse and sometimes 

hostile constituency,the environment alters. And given the intense 

environment that characterized this period,an agency such as City 

Demonstration Agency would try to avoid creating flack and hence 

threating its position (or its directors) within the administrative structure. .

It appears that almost from its inception, Metro-Link was not 

prepared to sustain the necessary conflict engendered in Robin Riley's 

goal of "major advocacy political projects." And there were apparently 

several reasons for such a statement. First,as stated previously,the 

political climate of New Orleans was one of turmoil and change. The CDA, 

being part of the City Hall structure was anxious to avoid conflicts
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that might threathen its involvement in many other activities besides 

the CDC. Further ythere appears to be an almost naive manner in which the 
organization' became politically involved in activities such as 

.the 1-610 highway controversy.

Late in 1971, Metro-Link became involved in a highway controversy

which was to be the provider of a fatal blow to the organization. The

1-610 expressway was planned as an interchange link between Interstate

10 and the Ponchartrain Expressway which crosses the Mississippi River,

into the central areas of the city. Although the proposal had been

suggested almost ten years prior to this time,the project was not allocated

funding until this time. On January 6,1972,a letter was sent on

Metro-Link stationary to Mr. M.C.Reinhardt,Division Engineer,Federal

Highway Administration. To quote: " Metro-Link,...is a [city funded]

architectural and planning office organized to provide technical assistance

....currently representing a number of community organizations interested

in the affects of 1-610 on City Park. We have specifically been requested

to supply information pertaining to the public hearings on federal roadways
29held in Orleans and Jefferson Parishes,February 11,1958."

This letter resulted in a crisis primarily for two reasons. First, 

the community organizations specified in the letter were predominately 

non-model cities and had members who were predominately representive 

of those who are Sierra Club members. Most were conservation groups

See Attachment 1 in Appendix.29.
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concerned with the effects of an expressway on a large regional park in the

northern part of the city. Also, there was fear from the State Highway Department,"

according to Steinkamp, than an effort by any group to. prevent this expressway

might result in loss of highway construction funds,such as occured in the

Riverfront Expressway Controversy a year earlier. On Feb. 6,1972,Sherman Copelin,

Director of CDA,received a letter from the area office of HUD. To quote: "Certain

questions have arisen concerning the contract with Metro-Link Community Design
30Center,as a result of inquires by the Federal Highway Administration." In 

retrospect,Riley admitted that this was a major political error on the part of 

Metro-Link. According to Steinkamp,"DOT applied pressure to HUD because CDA 

was financing Metro-Link 100% and DOT didn't want criticism from another federal 

agency."

Accompanying this specific involvement was the increased deterioration 

of relations between Metro-Link and CDA. Steinkamp contended in our discussion "that 

the Center was involved in activities beyond the contract of services between 

Metro-Link and CDA. Metro-Link,in short, was involved in activities beyond the 

Model Cities neighborhood areas,resulting in political flack.

It becomes very obvious that the "political constituency of advocacy planning" 

which Riley talked about earlier was immobilized over this issue. According to

30. See Attachment 3 in Appendix.
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John Turner,Dean of the School of Architecture ,Tulane University and former 

board member of Metro-Link,1'Black members felt that Metro-Link should limit 

their role to Black neighborhoods and other board members felt that a broader 

involvement was necessary." This disagreement on the board was also combined 

with other problems that existed between the board and the executive director.

Turner felt that as a board member he "was not sure what was going on operationally 

at Metro-Link." Communications between the board and staff was minimal,and apparently 

Riley wanted it that way. He thought that the board was primarily needed to 

guarantee funding from Model Cities,since without an elected,legally responsible 

Board of Directors,the agency could not provide funds.

evolved therefore was a relationship between the funding agency and 

Metro-Link that was quite tenuous. Metro-Link was involved in advocacy with a 

divided- board 'and questions from the Black community over involvement in an 

issue that many apparently felt were not primary to their interests. And these

conditions further precipitated this " deteriorating relationship.
Looking back, Riley felt that the "whole idea of advocacy in planning is 

dead in New Orleans," and "that the changing constituency. (Blacks in 

New Orleans becoming conscious of their own identity) along with the changing 

concept of advocacy created a situation in which Metro-Link died a natural death."

There is an important lesson that I think can be learned from this experience. 

Eventhough Metro-Link (Robin Riley) did make the fatal mistake of allowing 

its ego to go beyond its capacity to support it,it did accomplish seme sizeable 

successes in the community. It had a significant impact on the design and location 

of a new parish prison. It did provide services to the Black communities that 

not available - previously,and I believe,increased the awareness of many members were 

of the community to their potential for success. It was a turbulent period for
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the city. Riley feels that the fatal organization error that Metro-Link 

initially made was the acceptance of funds frcm CDA. "Federal monies were the 

demise of the Design Center." "Categorical grants are no good because pumping 

in large sums of money [ into Metro-Link] had a scattering effect on small 

projects that had grown up naturally to meet local needs." This points to an appar

ent dichotomy .. between the perceived needs of a community and the needs as 

reflected by the residents of the community. Increased funding for this 

organization allowed it to expand its capacity to "serve as advocate." This 

increased funding allowed its leadership— well-educated,restless and dynamic to 

attack problems that they thought were the most pressing upon the community.

Well intentioned as this may be,the problem was that the Black community 

aspirations may have differed from that of Metro-Link's leadership. And the attack 

on the 1-610 highway is a case in point. Although a segment of this expressway 

would,in fact,enter a portion of a Black neighborhood,most who opposed 

the expressway were white conservationists who wanted to preserve the regional 

park. It appears that there was no linkage in the minds of Metro-Links Black 

constituency between its efforts to prevent 1-610*s construction and the affect'■ 

it would have on their environment. In fact,I would suspect that many Blacks looked 

at this project in terms of a vehicle that could provide construction jobs and 

hence employment. 1-610 was a white upper-middle class controversy. It focused 

around a park that was predominately utililized by whites. Urban Planning AID 

in its role in the controversy of the construction of 1-95 in the Boston 

area was able to build a link between Blacks who were threatened with removal 

and further isolation and the middle-class white conservationists who didn't
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want any expressway. Metro-Link was able to make such a link.

An overriding point that should not be missed is that Metro-Link 

was tied directly to the. Federal Government for financial support. This may 

serve as an example of the tenuous relationships that can exist between an 

organization that is advocating for greater and more equitable distribution ' 

of services and a government that will exert authority and control when a 

"showdown" occurs,serving as a cautionary note to those CDC’s that receive 

the significant amount of their operating revenues from governmental sources.

Finally in terms of the thesis of this paper, Metro-Link did serve 

as a vehicle to influence the planning and political process in the City of 

Mew Orleans. It influenced these processes because the city government was forced 

to deal with the issues that the Center raised,and,at least belatedly,exposed policy 

decisions on issues affecting Metro-Link's constituency. Unfortunately,however, 

Metro-Link's capacity to deal with the city administration left much to be desired. 

Further,there is doubt as to the support that the constituent community did or 

could provide to this structure.Given this internal conflict,both within the board 

of directors and within the canmunity, Metro-Link was unable to survive the political 

storm which it had a hand in creating;but this may be more a function of the 

organizational arrangements of Development/Design Centers in general,and not specifically 

related to any one decision or collective decisions of Metro-Limk.
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B) COMMUNITY DESIGN CENTER OF MINNESOTA

The Community Design Center of Minnesota serves as a contrasting model 

to Metro-Link. Whereas, Metro-Link could be best defined as an urban advocacy 

center in architecture and planning,the CDC of Minnesota is best characterized 

as a service or technical assistance Center.

Interviews with staff personnel at the Center and with the Chairman of the 

Board of Directors didn't invoke any similar political complexities that seemed 

to cloud the operation of the New Orleans organization. From an outwardly 

appearance,the CDC of Minnesota appears to be well-organized and serving the 

perceived demand of the community. But closer scrutiny reveals several structural 

deficiencies that appeared to operate against meeting community needs. My 

interview with staff m-mbers revealed division as to the direction the organization 

should take in the future in regard to the communities with which they are involved. 

Staff members seek greater advocacy roles with the community, but it appears that the 

board,which is made up entirely of professionals from the Minneapolis-St. Paul 

area,is more oriented toward the technical assistant role and providing and 

educational experience for those who work with the CDC's clients.

The CDC of Minnesota was first organized in the Spring of 1968 by an interested 

group of professionals under the auspices of the Center Arts Council of the 

Walker Arts Institute of Minneapolis. Strongly dominated by "deterministic thinking" 

the Center was organized around an effort to improve the physical environment of 

low-income people,a concept that has had its influence in planning since the 

"City Beautiful Movement." "The impetus for the CDC movement grew out of 

the urban crisis. As it was felt that much of the violence and tragedy associated 

with problems of the poor and minorities could be traced to the hostilities. of the
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living environment,t h e ..... services were to provide resources with which to
31improve those environments."

Eventhough a stated objective was to provide resources to improve urban 

neighborhood or community environments,it appears that an equally important function 

was to provide "an educational diversity to professionals." In an interview with 

Mr. Allen French,Chairman of the board of this Center,brought forth a better 

understanding of the initial intentions of the organizers. Mr. French felt that 

the organizers did not have a "primary interest" in making a "hard core" responce 

to the problems of poverty in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area,but rather the 

original intention was one of "enriching the lives of professionals who work with 

clients on the projects. The CDC serves as a vehicle that supposedly can broaden 

the perspective and improve the sensitivity of professionals who normally would 

never work directly with low-income groups and"provide,from a civic point of 

view,to those who needed assistance," to quote Mr. French. Thus serving as 

a technical assistant in communities,this CDC appears to be primarily a broker 

or intermediate between an architect,planner or a student and a community group 

or institution. The Articles of Incorporation reinforces this conclusion;

To quote three sections: a) to provide professional design services to communities,state

Quote from an Annual Report,"Community Design Center of Minnesota,1971-1972."
31.
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and Federal governmental agencies,and groups and individuals who cannot 

otherwise avail themselves of such services."

b) "To provide assistance to individuals and groups in disadvantaged and 

minority neighborhoods and communities,"

c) "To provide assistance to public agencies and instittutions in critical 

problem areas,where there is inadequate funding to otherwise obtain such 

assistance."

Though the Center purports to provide services to clients as a 

technican for community problems,there is question as to who the clients are; 

how are they served;and what effects if any,is the CDC having upon the 

client community or individuals. In an interview with Mr. Craig Hess,associate 

director, information was requested on clients to ascertain whom they were. He 

had no available information on clients. The board apparently interviewed 

the perspective clients and the requirement for assistance apparently was 

based upon an inability to afford the services of a professional working on 

such a project in the market. Organizationally, this leaves much to be desired. 

How does the board make an intelligent decision on policies that might 

influence the type of client or the capacity of the client to complete a 

project ? A concern that was expressed here was that it could be easy for the 

type of clients to change (ie. the income of the clients might rise),and a 

objective of the CDC might be to attempt to reach clients other than those who 

they are serving. There appeared to be resistance to such questions also,as 

if to argue that this data was not vital to the capacity of the center to deliver 

services. Attempting to improve the delivery of services to neighborhood groups 

requires information. Compounding this problem was the fact that no efforts



are made to monitor projects or to complete follow-ups after the Center 

turns the work over to a neighborhood organization or individual. It may be 

impressive to state that several hundred of projects were completed at the 

Center over time or through its services—  but it tends to distort the nature 

of the number of projects that are completed by the client ccmnunity. or neigh

borhood. This may lead to academic exercises that tend to exploit the community.

Lack of information tends to make it more difficult to develop a clear definition ;

of where this CDC is going in terms of clients and how it is helping the 

people in the community to better cope with the environment.

Part of the reason for an apparent lack of this data rests with the 

Board of Directors,and the past director of this organization. First, the board 

is without any low-income representation.In the organizational structure, 

there is reference to an "advisory board" which would consist of clients ,but .

the structure has not been established. Craig Hess contends that one of the i

stumbling blocks to low income representation is that the CDC is responsible 

for a geogrphical area that consists of many differing types of people ;

who. have low incomes. He says that given this large and diverse client *

group makes it difficult to define who "represents low-income people." Agreed 

that it is difficult to define constituency representation,efforts should 

he made to increase representation that reflects both professional perceptions 

of problems as well as those who are receiving services. It reveals a certain 

degree of elitism in terms of who best understands the problems facing the 

client neighborhoods. h"1 terms of management, it also insulates the governing

body from opinion of others who would be peers on this board,and who could . contribute 
to defining whom the Center serves and for what purpose. ‘
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Hence, board membership consists of those who deliver the services. Those who 

receive them are conspiciously absent. Low-income members of the ccmmmunity 

are allowed to present arguments to the board,but there is a great difference 

between allowing clients to make remarks at the meetings of the board and giving 

them policy power to influence the direction of the organization.

Besides this lack of representation of the clients,the board apparently 

remains relatively weak as the policy-making unit of the CDC;a condition that 

has plagued Metro-Link also. Craig Hess suggested that," most board members 

only vaguely understand their responsibilities." The most active portion of 

the board is the "screening committee",according to Hess. Individual members, 

such as Allen French,an original founder and the present board chairman,remain
i *

influential— but as a body which determines policy,the board continues to lack 

influence that is required to direct policy rather than respond to it from 

the director. ' " . •
In March of 1971,Dr. Thomas Walz,former Director of the "Living 

Learning Center" at the University of Minnesota,became director of this 
CDC. Dynamic and charismatic,he became the policy-maker of this organization. 

According to Allan French,"Tom ran a tight ship;he gave us time to relax." The 

effect of this was to centralize power into one person.A condition I believe to 

be unwise for both the Center,as well as the individual. It weakens the organization, 

and provides the director with a sense of security that submerge problems. "Walz 

would tell the board what it wanted to hear," according to Ms. Bobbins,the present 

director. No doubt,Waltz contributed to the building of this CDC.

Operating revenues during his directorship increased close to 100%,and 

much of this increase was due to Walz's grantsmanship in the professional
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communities of Mirmeapolis-St. Paul,particularity from foundations in the 

community. This afforded the origanization an ability to expand its capacity 

to deliver services. Unfortunately,the growth in revenue and expansion of services 

was not transmitted to the operational structure. During this period,it appeared 

that the Center increased its dependency upon the director in policy areas,as well 

as in operational decisions. After Walz left the organization,according 

to Ms. Robbins,there was a period of time when the capacity of the CDC to 

deliver services was threatened. The board was unprepared initially to make 

the decisions that Walz had been making. There was friction between staff 

and board members that had existed under Walz's leadership,but apparently 

worsened because the new director was attempting to encourage greater 

board participation in the structure.Several staff members apparently thought 

that such action was initiated by the board. Ms. Robbins felt that an organization 

such as this should not be totally dependent on any one person for its 

direction,attempting both greater staff involvement in management of daily 

operations and more policy direction from the board. Staff members appeared 

to be quite independent in working on projects,but disorganization was apparent.

A VISTA working on a Housing Rehabilitation program told me it "took considerable 

time initially to find out what was happening1.1 Much of this was part of the 

style of the former director,but much of this was also the function of 

the manner in which the staff perceived their responsibilities to the coiimunity.

It appears apparent also that such problems as has been mentioned must influence 

the CDC's capacity to respond to the requests from community organizations.

Beyond these difficulties,there are aspects of this CDC that .
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unique to CDC's and conmunity action organizations in general.

That is,this CDC receives no operational funding from governmental sources.

The organization receives . contributions from several sources,with the 

most significant contributor being the Bush Foundation of St. Paul. The 

director spends approximately 50% of the time working as a grantsperson.

This is a factor that was lacking in Metro-Link, and a factor that is 

vital to the operations of any center. For example,had Metro-Link’s 

funding been from other sources or had the contributions of the City 

Demonstration been less significant in the operation of that Center,it 

is possible that the organization might have survived the political 

storm that occurred. It is not argued that there may be less control 

and more freedom of operation when financing comes primarily from 

private sources as opposed to governmental sources. It is quite apparent 

that private contibutors can react similarity to that of the government 

when threatened. But the ability to diversify ones resources makes for 

greater fiscal stability,and hence a greater capacity to support a 

community or neighborhood on issues that might arise.

Finally, there appears to be a lack of a clear definition as to the role 
of the CDC. Partly this is a function of the confusion that presently

exists over direction and the type of services that this Center will provide. 

The new director is attempting to improve the delivery of services by 

attempting to be more comprehensive in its involvement in the community.

It appears however that conflict may increase within the structure over 

the issue of greater client participation in the structure and the staffs

willingness to move toward increased advocacy with neighborhood and conmunity 
groups. And any attempt to solve this possible crisis must start with a
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policy defintion as to what function do they serve in the community,and what 
degree of control will the communities they serve have over the type of 
services offered.

C) TUCSON COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT/DESIGN CENTER

The Tucson Community Development/Design Center is a non-profit 

organization providing planning and architectural services to individuals 

and community organizations who lack resources to compete for such 

services. This Center began operation in 1971,serving the geographical area 

of Southern Arizona. Most of the clients,however,are residents of the west 

and southwest sides of the City of Tucson,South Tucson and surrounding Pima 
County.

Compared to Metro-Link and the Minnesota CDC,this organization 

appears to be more successful in its role of serving the needs of its clients. 

In an evaluation completed by Penny White,a VISTA at the Center,she found that 

55% of the clients were Mexican-Americans,12% were Negro, 8 % were Anglo,

7% were Native Americans,and 19% were from organizations who had a combination 

of the above. The average yearly income of clients with four members of the 

household was $5,520. About 60% of the clients complete the projects that 

were, requested of the Center. One important conclusion of this study was that



the services of this Center was not reaching the very poor of the area.

This appeared to be both a tragedy and reality of CDC's. Most of the projects 

that this Center is involved with,whether it be a planning or architectural 

work,most affects the upwardly mobile of the near poor. Advocacy in the 

areas of park planning and design,transportation services,affects a larger 

group of constituents within a neighborhood,but such projects are admittedly 

long-range and do very little for the immediate needs of these people. Even- 

though the staff recognizes this condition,it appears that little effort has 

been made to grapple with it. It appears that part of the problem lies in the 

fact that most agencies,groups,foundations,etc.that finance organizations,such 

as CDC's require "success" as a principal ingredient of funding. For example, 

it is much more impressive to argue that one has a 60% success rate,even though 

the clients average income is approximately $ 5,880,then to have a 25% success 

rate with clients whose average income was $3,000. Hence, there is .littlemotivat

ion to handle the problems of the very poor.

The Center is moving toward more advocacy through greater involvement 

in planning issues affecting its constituency. Issues that will affect a much 

broader section of the CDC's clients. Staff and many board members recognize 

that issues such as land use,city promises of aid,poor streets and poor housing 

affect the environment. But this move toward greater and more significant 

advocacy involves political realities,such as funding sources that tend to- 

work against greater and hence more political involvement in issues.
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Tucson Community Development/Design Center receives all of its present 

operational funding from the local Model Cities Agency. This creates deficiencies 

that may be readily apparent,given the discussion of Metro-Link, but usually 

rarely considered in a discussion over the future of a CDC. Similar to the 

City Demonstration Agency,Model Cities in Tucson is a departmental unit of the 

City of Tucson’s governmental structure,and hence,subject to "normal" pressures 

that exist in other departments. ( ie.complaints by city councilpersons,pressure 
from the managers' office,and other departments.) ^  should be remembered that one

primary reason for the defunding of the New Orleans CDC was because of 

"overexposure" to political issues that influenced Model Cities in a negative 

manner.(working with a group of citizens who were challenging the Federal government

with a lawsuit.) And then the possible results become apparent. What is suggested is 
that it becomes easier to apply pressure to Model Cities which is a departmental

unit than to a CAP or private founda.tion'or individual contributors. This pressure can 
be thus applied to the funding recipient of Model Cities programs.

Obviously it is academic,at present,to discuss whether Model Cities will 

defund the Tucson Community Development/Design Center. The Center has a 

significant amount of resident support;it was rated as a top priority for 

funding projects,for the fiscal year. It has a unique contract to act as a total 

developer of experimental housing units which has greatly expanded its total 

budget to close to $ 350,000. But it is important that careful analysis be 

made of the several possible factor that could influence the effectiveness 

of the CDC in the future. How long will this massive subsidization continue ?

What effect does an:increase in funding from a minimal operating budget 

in 1971 to the present budget have upon both the organizational structure of 

the Center and upon the goals of serving the communty ?
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In my discussion with the former Director of Metro-Link,he made a point 

that is worth repeating in this discussion. He said that,"Federal money 

was the demise of the Design Center," and felt "that categorical grants are 

no good because pumping in large sums of money had a scattering effect upon 

small project that grow up naturally to meet local needs." That is, the 

desired effects are not necessarily obtained with increased funding,and the 

actual effect may be far short of what one expects. A question in point 

is what influence will the'.experiental housing project have upon the housing . * ' 

market where the clients live? It is recognized that some units will hopefully 

be built,and hence some individuals will benefit,but what influence will 

this project have upon the land-use and economic conditions that create 

inhuman housing environs for people who live on the west and south portions of the 

city? Should the Center correspondingly involve itself in issues that attempt 

to bring to the surface these questions ? These are questions that I cannot 

answer because they are policy questions which should involve both professionals 

and coummity representatives on the Tucson CDC's board. But they are questions 

that need answers soon because this organization is at a stage where the roads 

of direction have increased significantly over the last year.

Thus,it appears that this CDC is at a cross roads. Its Board of 

Directors must clarify the organizations aims and reconcile the questions of 

a service organization with the advocacy issue, a profit-making Center vs. 

non-profit,experimental housing vs. attacks on the housing system. Compromises 

certainly can be made. Existing client aspirations may be oriented toward 

services,such as rehab S additions. Services that may not create headlines 
or which may be considered "unexciting" by others,but which can be measured 

in terms of an improvement in the physical environment. Ideally, a Center
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should reflect the expectations of the community that it is apart,as well 

as that of the staff.-But what occurs usually is that there exists a greater 

propensity of the organization to reflect the dynamics of the latter. As in 

the case of the discussion of the Pittsburg study in the chapter on the limits 

of advocacy, those professionals Vjho worked in low-income neighborhoods 

tended to operate on popular assumptions about resident dissatisfaction that 

apparently were not warranted. This results in the increased possibility 

of making assumptions about the type of support that doesn't necessarily 

exist. .

Increased activity at the Center has placed a greater demand on its 

structure to sustain the present level of activities. At present,approximately 

three individuals of the office staff of nine receive financial support from 

operating funds provided by Model Cities. These individuals are the director, 

the office manager and a architectural technican. The increased activity 

has had a corresponding increase in the amount of responsibilities that 

the director is required to perform. Reorganization of the structure has 

taken place in the past several weeks in an effort to decentralize activities. 

Whether any meaningful decentralization can occur is questionable. The Tucson 

Community Development/Design Center,whether purposefully or incidently, reflects 

the inage of its director. A dynamic personality,he tends to dominate the 

structural components of the Center. The effects of such a condition is the 

inevitable dependency of an organization on one person. Presumably, decentralization 

of decision-making implies a decreasing influence level from one person. 

Decentralization in this case implies however more a shifting of priorities,
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making it somewhat easier for the director to handle the operations of the

Center. Relieving pressure from the"director is in fact a postive move,but

it does nothing about the point that the organizations power still remains

centralized. The painful dichotomy of this analysis is that it appears that

such a personality similar to that of the present director appears, as a

necessary and vital component of the CDC. Eventhough criticism has been

raised,he represent S’a vital element which has partly been responsible

for the Center developing to the present stage where involvement in the

needs of those who lack financial resources increased rapidly. What is suggested

is that dynamic personalities are essential for greater and wider commitment by

CDC's because unfortunately many board members,as well as staff members

are either unwilling or not able to devote the necessary time and energy

for the development of the organization. In the case of VISTA's that staff Centers,

their commitment is usually limited to the period of time of their contract;

a year usually,and resulting in a almost complete turn-over of a significant

part of the staff. What results,therefore, is a need for strong leadership

that can provide continuity,but correspondingly resulting in the concentration

of power. Characteristically,it would appear that a CDC as an organization

must become weak,as a result of this administrative environment. And solutions

to such conditions are limited by the fact that most Centers,including the

Tucson Community Development/Design Center,do not have sufficient operational

funding to develop a core staff. Ultimately,this must affect the manner that

the Center can fullfill its commitment to the client community.

Finally,! believe that the Tucson Center has been performing a service
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that is demanded and needed by the residents. The organization appears to 

be moving slowly from the realm of a Center providing solely architectural 

services to providing planning ( ie.planning activities in the City of South 

Tucson, Parks Study and Evaluation ) and other needs demanded by the community. 

Conmunity support appears to be strong,and the Center lacks many of the 

problems that were faced at those Centers. But there are difficulties.

Whether increased activity and the accompanying-pressure upon the staff and 

board of directors can be transformed into a greater involvement both in the 

operation of the Center,as well as in conmunity issues,over a sustained 

period is a question that cannot be answered at this time. But a vital element 

to any change for the better must involve a serious and concerted effort to 

share responsibilities and powers,both within the staff and between the staff and 

board.

Finally, of the three models examined,the Tucson CDC has had the greatest 

community involvement and input into the operating structure of this organization. 

It has been influencing the political and planning process as it relates to 

its constitutency. But there is a need for this Center to better interpret its

role in the client community-- both in terms of political survival in the

broader community and support from the client community. Without this definition, 

it remains questionable as to how effective their services are,whom are their 

actual clients (the City of Tucson or the residents of the barrios).
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CONCLUSION

This study has focused on the political and management problems associated 

with Community Development/Design Centers. I have moved from the level of conceptual 

debate to that which attempts to analyze the problems that CDC’s have in the daily 

operations of these Centers. I have argued that,given the fact that a radical 

transformation of the existing political and economic structure does not appear to 

be likely in the near future, we should begin to concentrate our energies on 

improving the delivery capacity of CDC's. It appears that this can do more to serve 
the needs of the poor,at this immediate period,then to argue whether advocacy 

has failed or succeeded in helping to redefine planning within a community.

This study has shown that Centers differ in each geographical area in terns of 

the manner that each attempts to offer solutions to the problems of the poor. But 

there are similarities that tend to overlap in varying degrees. First, there is 

the problem of professional elitism that can move a CDC away from attempting 

to meet the perceived needs of the clients. It becomes just as absurd to manipute 

people in the name of social justice,as it is to suppress them for the sake of order. 

Second, there is a need for a clear policy definition of what is advocacy^and how is 

it used to improve the conditions of the clients. We have the Davidoff’s definition, 

but the concept as practised seems to be more attended to the political dynamics of a 

community. Rational planning techniques appear to be only a component of the concept. 

Third,there is a need to define whom the clients are more precisely,and.'in what manner 
serves are to be delivered to each community.
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Finally, there is much need to discuss the problems that organizations,such 

as CDC's face. It is difficult to discuss management problems of such organizations 

because of the unstable and complex environment that appears to be characteristic 

of community action organizations. Most are dependent upon a governmental structure 

that they are seeking to change. As a result, there is a need to define the parameters 

that each Center will work within in each community. Undoubtedly,there appears to 

be diffficulty in organizational structure/ financial capacity and ideological 

orientation. Organizationally,the problem is partly a function of the staff turnover, 

"partly a function of boards of directors not meeting their responsibilities to 

CDC as well as to the community clients. Financially, the major difficulty is in 

the heavy reliance on a source of funding that cannot be stabilized. And ideologically, 

there is a need to define what role they are to play in the comnunity. Is a Center 

to be a service and referral organization? Is it to be an advocacy center for 

community aspirations and needs ? Is it to a combination and what are the risks 

of any ideological orientation ? These are certainly difficulties,and they are 

expected given the nature of the problems that CDC's are involved with. But what 

remains important is that there are Centers that are meeting a need that has 

not been meet; that such Centers can serve as vehicles to influence governmental 

policies that affect the poor,and the social choices involved in any such policies.

Thus,there is the potential to recognize that there is a fundamental 

connection between planning and action and hence to integrate both into 

a process that better serves community needs.
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TO: Terrance Duvernay
Oliver So. Pee

F R O M : Robin Riley

D A T E : February 1?, 1972

RE: X-6i0 Expressway

In addition to Metro Link's monthly reports, dated October, 
November, December and January which explicitly communicated 
the nature of our involvement in the I-6i0 Expressway 
issue, Metro Link finds it practical to outline for the 
CDA the same and further information and staff policy on 
the issue.

1) Metro Link will continue to. obtain information 
germane to the overall metropolitan area trans
portation network. It is parochial and unpro
fessional from a physical planning stand point 
to service the MNAs without an understanding of 
the comprehensiveness of this areas transportation 
needs. The MNAs have already suffered enough 
from the effects of the peicemeal planning. If the 
CDA does take the position that supplemental funded 
programs may not obtain these or other kinds of 
information, please so state in writing to all 
programs.

2) Metro Link has received a number of specific 
requests for information pertaining to the Trans- 
City Expressway.- It is our opinion that, as the 
roadway is now designed, it adversely affects the 
Desire MNA residential neighborhood and negates

• ' the possibility of a new regional park in the
Lower Ninth Ward M N A . From a planning standpoint, 
the major questions are: (1) is the Trans-City
Expressway really necessary? and (2) are there 
alternatives? In so far as the necessity for the 
expressway are concerned, we are collecting pertinent 
technical information on this question and will 
make both this information and the results of a 
subsequent'analysis available to the communities 
affected in a report to be pbulished shortly.
Metro Link has been investigating the question of



alternatives for some time. Early in the second 
action year we obtained information that ten (10) 
alternatives had been delinated in the public 
hearing transcript of a similar proposal; the 
1-610 Expressway. . As I said at the last Federal 
Work Team meeting, since Trans-City Expressway 
shares the I-olO corridor for part of its route, 
information affecting I-6l0 most definitely 
affects Trans-City. It was our opinion (which was 
later borne out) that some of th e •alternatives '

' described in the conceptually similar I-olO 
Expressway_public hearing transcript were applicable
to Trans-Civy.
But even if the information we requested had proven 
to be unuseful we submit we have an obligation

. to research all information in any practical
planning area with CDA funds and personnel until * 
we ascertain these investigations to be unnecessary 
to the welfare of the %NAs.

•3) Our Board of Directors is controlled by the MNA- 
residents. They meet quite often to discuss and 
review Xetro Link staff work and to set policies.
Our Board and Neighborhood representatives are 
knowledgeable of our involvement in the I-olO 
Trans-City, transportation issue and other con
troversial involvements.

4) Metro Link is a non-profit corporation utilizing 
100# federal funds via the CDA. ‘These funds are 
for the most part devoted to three professional 
staff positions and administrative costs. However,

• the bulk of the KNA work is done by VISTA Volunteers 
and Tulane University School of Architecture 
students. From time to time these non CDA funded 
personnel will become involved in issues clearly 
outside the direct interests and boundaries of the 
MNAs. The CDA has been aware, encouraged and has 
profited from this working arrangement. One ■ 
example of this situation is the fact that one 
Tulane student ;is, has been; doing and will continue 
to do research on 1-610 Expressway as it goes 
through City Park to try to design the least object
ionable means of coordinating the multi-modal''.trans
portation demands on the corridor.

5) I personally have been involved in my outside time' 
in trying to ameliorate the distracting affects I-olO 
will have on City Park. I am sympathetic to a 
suit which will be filed shortly to try to buy 
some time so that proper planning can take place.
But because the CDA has apparently been politically 
embarassed by my personal involvement in this con-



. troversial issue I find it politically wise to 
resign from the organization that plans to become 
a party plar.tiff in the upcoming suit. 1-610 
is nowhere as near as important as another contro
versial project Metro Link is working on: the 
proposed Parish Prison. I want to be in a position 
to deal effectively.with this issue and have no 
intention of jeopardizing-Metro Links strength because 
of I—6 l 0 .

.6) Metro Link, whether it is funded by the CDA or 
not if it is to be effective will continue to be 
controversial. This is the nature of advocacy.
Many times our advocacy of neighborhood or tenant 
positions will not be popular with the administra
tion, however,'1 am sure no one would dent the poor 
and minorities the right to professional technical 
assistance and the right to challenge this city's 
administrative decisions and policies. It it to the 
credit of this administration that it has sanctioned 
this kind of check and balance in the past.

It is my feeling that in the light of the large number of 
important projects we have worked on and the community 
support we have, that we could expect a little advocacy 
on our behalf by the CDA before HUD', DOT, HEW, 0E0 and 
the other Federal Work.Team members on March 7• However, 
whatever position the CDA has to take on the issue, Metro 
Link requests the opportunity to state its position at 
this meeting if, am this meeting, Metro Link will be 
discussed or decisions will be made affecting it.
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ATTACHMENT 3

Z L C CARĝ TOFFtCES
Deltes, Texas 
Little Rock, Arkansas 
Slew Orleans, Louisiana 
Okie home City, Oklahoma *
Sea Autonio,*Tesee ......—

I *• '

KEPLY REFER TOi6.3PMD
K '

Mr. Sherman Copelin . • .
• • •Community Develooment Agency " *•*>

City Hall *
New Orleans, La. 70112

Dear Mr. Copelin: > • *
* .

Certain questions have arisen concerning the contract with 
Metro-Link Community Design Center as the result of inquiries 
by the Federal Highway Administration. Therefore, in accordance ‘ 
with Part II, Section 3, of the contract for project code-33-02? 
we request you supply us with the following information:
•

1. Time spent in the Federal Highway Administration office in 
Baton Rouge, La. by employees of Metro-Link Community Design 
Center— the dates, employees and mah-hdurs. °

i

!

" • 2. Time spent in the Louisiana State Department of Highways
Office by employees of Metro-Link. J

. ' '

3. A list of materials required from- each organization and 
what material has been received.

!'

In accordance with Part II, Section 5, has the CDA given 
Metro-Link written approval to release any reports, information, 
data, etc., prepared or assembled by this contractor under this 
contract? In addition, please send to this office the names of 
the executive director, architectural director, community planning 
director, executive secretary, staff artist and other employees, how 
long they have been employed and their length of residence in' Model 
.Cities Neighborhoods. Also please find out the nature of the six 

’ trips at $225.03 a trip, the justification for 2,000 square feet of. 
rental space, and other projects on which Metro-Link is working.

If you have need of further information, please contact Ton Dickson^ 
Model Cities Representative^ 527-6621. ■ .

. , ** Sincerely,

Thomas J. Armstrong 
Acting Director

? .

i,' * *
V ... > ;v.

V-v •
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Mr. Thorns J. Armstrong
Acting Director '*
I.tjd Aren Office 
Suite 150.0, Placn To;.»er 
1001 hornrd Avnnua^
Ii'e:,' Orleans, Louisiana

; • • •
Attention: Mr. Thorns Dixon

Dear Mr. Armstrong:
In regard t o • your letter pertaining to Metro~7.ink,o involvement 
in the I-C-10 higr.v.-ay, I suhnit th.c follcving information certain- 
ing to your specific questions:

1. According to the Project Director, no persons employed and/or 
being maid by Metro-Tin’: has over vinit-vl the Vedernl or State 
;ri-hray Perr.rfr,ants, i-orcvcr, ono Tulane architectural student, 
v;ho is a volunteer at Metre-Link, has requested and acquired 
from the State Highway Department plans pertaining to 1-6-10.

2. :ir. . Kins ten Mi ley, who "is the Project 'Director cf Metro-Link, 
sent a letter on Jletro-Lir.k stationary to Mr. Phinchart *,;ho
is the Divisional engineer for the I'cferal dir;ha:ay Department. 
This letter v:cc requesting a 1250 hearing trar.ncrlot on l--5-10. 
The Federal higjivay Department requested that if Metro-Link 
desired, the transcript the project vac to submit a fee of 
$50.00 for it. Metro-Link did not pay this fee.

2. Metro-Link is totally dependent for funding on the $70,435that it receives from the CDA. .

3. During the necond Actio:: Tear five (5) trips have been taken.
All of these trips were tkken by the project's Community Planner, Mrs. Martha St. Ann. Theso trips arc:

a. Kansas C i t y , Mo. — KAIIRO Conference
b. San Francisco, Calif. - Katicnal Tenant Organization

Conference
c. Chicago, 111. — CDI2 Personnel Conference
d. Washington, D.C. - (tvice) — National Community

Design Center Conference
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4. Office Space Justification - For tiie Second Action Year the
• prbi’cct^rcccivuil. $l^.pU0~2br rents ana use of properties. Its 

'justification for roving from the TCA facility t:as based on 
’ inadequate floor space. It wax projected by rictro-Linl: that 
t h e *2/000 square feet of floor space at the present facility 
would be adequate for the proposed number of personnel. The • 
justification for the 2,000 square feet was based on the num
ber of the projected staff which was twenty (20) persons X 
100 square foot per person at $5,000 per square foot.

5. Staff P e r s o n n e l  - Metro-Link has four («1) staff positions paid
by Moioi^iitics supplemental funds. However, Tnlanc’s' SGhool 
of Architecture and the VISTA agency of Washington, D.C. pro
vide thr-e (3) students and VIOTA provided ns nnny as si:: (G) 
volunteers at one time. Presently, there are only two (2) 
VI5TA volunteers at Metro-Link. .
Listed bolew are the names, positions, residency status and 
parent agencies:

1. - Winston R. Riley - Project Director, NonHUA, Model
Cities Funded

2. Andrew Levy - Architectural Director « PcnMWA,-Model
Cities Funded -

3. Martha St. Ann - Community Planner, MCA, Model Cities
Funded

4. Jacquelyn Williams - Secretary, MMA, Model Cities Funded
5. Carlos Ccspcdcs - Architectural Student, XcnMNA, Tulane

University
6. Thorn Grafton,- Architectural student, NonMUA, Tulane

University
7. Sonny Shields - Architectural Student, MonHMA, Tulane

University
0. Thomas Taylor - VISTA Volunteer, UonMXA - VISTA
9. Richard Siioly - VISTA Volunteer, Mon'IMA, VISTA
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It is our hope that the,above information is sufficient. However, 
if there arc any further questions, please contact us.

Sincerely,

Sherman N. Co.pelin, Jr. 
Director
City Demonstration Agency

SNC :V1TD: sy s
cc: Terrence Duvcrnay

Oliver St. Pecr 
Melvin DcGrange 
Leslie Taylor 
Rene * Steinkamp
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July 25, 1972

JhGrn:?:n C n p c lin ,
Director
City Demonstration Arcncy
1300 i:ordicio Street
Kcnv Orleans, Louisiana 70112 

- '
Dear ."'r, Copol.in:

roach you by telephone. Therefore, v/o are requesting, 
via this letter, a meeting with you- at your earliest" 
convenience coretire this w e e k , hr, John Thompson, S r . , 
and Johnny .Jackson of our Soarc, Lariha St. Ann
and I .wish to ciiccv.es with you your recent decision to 
suspend -Third Action roar Cj A^ Supplemental funds for 
r.etrc Link.-

there are sufficient discrepancies apparent between 
CDA evaluations of our program to warrant a review 
of your position.

V/e have been unable to .

. The Board and staff feel

Sincerely

Robin Riley, bbrecutive Director

70.0 Lafayette Street



August 3, 1972

Mo o n L anokieu a t t a c h m e n t  6

Ku;.;CI7.V7DUi!

TO: 7-Jr. Kobin f’.iloy ,Mr. .Jol;:: Thompson
Rspre.vc-:nI:utiv.-_ Johnny Jackson, Jr
Ms. K'trt.hr. St. Ann

Director, City Demonstration

RE: Termination of Funding

I received from Mr. Robin Riley a letter requesting a mooting to 
discuss.the termination of funding of the Metro Link Project 
beginning September 1, 19/2.
Though I will be glad to speak with all persons concerned on this 
matter, it would be an academic exercise to meet an per Mr. Riley's 
request. As stated in my letter of June 1*1, ' it in v/ith reluctance 
that thin action .has to b?. taken, but we believe it to be in keep
ing with efforts at sound programming. Audits performed by con - " 
tracted CPA's indicate levels of concern to justify such action."

I . trust you can appreciate the responsibil5.iios of my office and 
that y o u 'will assist in an harmonious phasing out of this project. 
Any discrepancies which your star.*, feel exist either in evaluation 
or audit reports should he submitted to this office in writing and 
an immediate ressense will be forthcoming.

"Ar lot1 ill HiJ i i . y f r A "


